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In fll, concerning questions of dynamic programaing theory related to 
the realization of a chosen strategy for control of motion, we studied 
the problem of the selection of controlling forces which would ensure 
the realization of the law of motion, given in a phase space (or sub- 

space), of a nonlinear control system. 

A preliminary requirement for the determination of the controlling 
forces in the problem being considered, is the solution, obtained in [Il. 
of a system of nonlinear integral equations of the following form: 
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Zj(t) = rj(t) - 2 r) Xji ttJ 5 Sit ttl, %) $l(‘l (r)P . * ' , z,(+ t) dc + 

i=o 1==1 t. 
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wj~(ttt)~~f~l(~)~ *-*S Z,.(T), @dt (tP<t<tl) (j= 1, . . . . r) 0) 
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In general, the solution of integral Equations (I) necessitates the 
application of numerical methods. 

In connection with this, let us determine the transformation of the 
nonlinear integral Equations (1) to a system of finite transcendental 
equations, which can be obtained by approximating the desired functions 
z .( t) by stepwfse functions. The solutions of these transcendental equa- 
tions can be taken as the zeroth approximations in the CanStrUctiOU of 

an iteration process for the solutions of the integral equations under 
consideration. 

Let us divide the time Interval (to, tl) into v equal or unequal 

intervals (au_l, ati), (p = 1, . . . . v), where a0 = to, a,, = tl. and, by 
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assuming that the functions zj are stepwise, let us denote by zjP the 

values taken by these functions in the intervals (aP_l, aP) 

zj tt) = aj (z,L--l) = ZjP (uP-r d t < ap) (2) 

By setting t = (XV - 0, (!J = 1, . . . , v), integral Equations (1) yield 

+ f’ Ed, (tl, T) q+ (212, . . . , zr2, T) dt f . . . + i q, (tl, T) ql (zly, . . . 9 zyv, T) dr 
1 + 

J 
Q1 

f- i; 
1=1 

. . . 

With the notations 

(j=i, . . . . r; p, E=i. . . . . v) 

Equations (3) can be reduced to the following form: 

Thus, we obtain a system of vr transcendental equations in the vr un- 

known quantities zjcl (j = 1, . . . , r; u = 1, . . . , V) . The solutions of 

the system of Equations (6) in themselves determine stepwise functions 

which approximate the desired functions zj(t) (j = 1, 

interval to < t < tl. 

In the special case when in the original system of 

tions of Lll there occurs only one nonlinear function 

one argument zk 

. . . , r) , in the 

different ial equa- 

fi depending on 
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then, in accordance with (1). we shall have a nonlinear integral eQuation 
in the unknown function zk( t) 

In the case considered here, Relations (3) take the form 

Let us introduce the notations 

Then system (9) can be reduced to the system of v transcendental 
eQuations with constant coefficients in the v unknown quantities zkl, 
. . . , =kv’ 

Y CL 

x e,&, takf) - 2 $& @&) f $p = rk tap) (p = iv l l ( # ‘1 (12) 

E=l &=l 

The solution of the system of EQuations (12) determines a StePWise 
function which approximates the desired function Zk(f) in the interval 
t* f t Q t1. 

BY denoting 
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and by introducing the inverse function 

(13) 

(141 

we can transform the system of Equations (12) to the form 

VI (W . * 

which are simpler in comparison with system (12) since each of the equa- 

tions in system (15) contains only one nonlinear component. 
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